Unveiling the origin of cosmic-ray leptons within a
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The interpretation of cosmic-ray (CR) data still represents a significant challenge: a coherent
interpretation of the measured CR spectra is hampered by our incomplete knowledge about both
the acceleration mechanisms and the transport properties across the Galaxy. The main challenge
in this context is to identify a unified picture that includes all the available observables. To this
aim, we first perform a multi-channel fit of the available CR data based on the DRAGON numerical
code, to set the relevant propagation parameters. Then, we discuss several physically-motivated
possibilities (i.e. recent burst, constant-luminosity, time-dependent emission) for the injection of
e+ e− pairs accelerated at nearby antimatter factories, such as pulsar wind nebulae, and compute
their propagation. Finally, we address the all-lepton spectrum and assess the contributions of both
young, nearby supernova remnants, and possibly an additional hidden source, to the observed CR
lepton flux above ∼ 1 TeV recently measured by H.E.S.S., VERITAS, CALET and DAMPE.
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1. Introduction

2. The propagation setup: DRAGON computation of the large-scale CR component
The starting point for a phenomenological treatment of the problem is the transport equation
that effectively captures CR diffusion in space and momentum, energy losses, advection, nuclear
spallation and decays [5]. We solve it numerically with the DRAGON code1 for the relevant CR
species. For each one, an injection spectrum is modeled as a broken power-law in rigidity, propagating in a continuous-source 2D distribution — cylindrical symmetry — according to [6]. Isotropic
 δ
diffusion is assumed, characterized by a scalar diffusion coefficient scaling as Dxx (p) = D0 ρρ0 ,
where D0 ≡ D(ρ0 ) is the normalization at reference rigidity ρ0 = 1 GV. For the specific form of the
transport equation that we use, details on how we treat reacceleration, hadronic and leptonic energy losses, and spallation, including the origin and meaning of each term, we refer to the DRAGON
technical paper [7]. Throughout this work the gas density, magnetic and interstellar radiation-field
distributions are fixed (with their own uncertainties) on the basis on astronomical data. On the other
hand, CR injection spectra and diffusion parameters are largely unknown and have to be settled by
comparing DRAGON predictions with CR data.
We use here AMS-02 data for CR protons [8] and heavier nuclei [9], and for the B/C ratio
[10], complemented with Voyager data [11] for low energy protons and other nuclei outside the
Heliosphere (unmodulated). AMS-02 data [12, 1] are also compared with the leptonic component.
The results of the DRAGON predictions are shown in the panels of Figure 1.
The observed proton (heavier nuclei) spectra are reproduced with an injection index at low
energy Γinj = 1.8 (Γinj = 2.0), a low-energy break at 7 GeV/n (for all species), an injection at
intermediate energies Γinj = 2.4 (Γinj = 2.3), a high-energy hardening at 335(165) GeV/n and a
high-energy injection Γinj = 2.26 (Γinj = 2.15). The B/C ratio is matched for a value of δ close to
0.45 and small re-acceleration (vA = 13 km/s). Primary electrons are injected with a hard spectrum
(Γinj = 1.6) up to the same break energy (Ebr = 7 GeV) and then with an index steeper than that
of the other primary species (Γinj = 2.7) due to synchrotron losses occurring before their release
into the ISM. Regarding secondary positrons, the propagated spectrum at Earth computed with
DRAGON is fixed by the proton and nuclei spectra, hence within the same transport setup.
1 https://github.com/cosmicrays/DRAGON
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The origin and transport properties of leptonic cosmic rays (CRs) have intrigued scientists
for decades. The achieved accuracy in the measurement of their spectrum offer valuable clues on
the source ages/positions as well as on the details of the transport. Ground-based and space-born
experiments have recently provided data on the e+ , e− and e+ + e− spectrum up to ∼ O(10) TeV
and have revealed several features: in particular, AMS-02 confirms the old issue known as positron
excess [1], while CALET [2] and H.E.S.S. [3] observe a drop-off in the e− and e+ + e− spectrum
after ∼ 1 TeV. It is therefore challenging to connect these observed features to physics arguments.
Here, we investigate whether nearby old cosmic accelerators such as supernova remnants (SNRs)
and relatively young pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) can explain those experimental results in the
framework of a large-scale CR transport setup tuned on the most updated CR nuclei data. For the
extended version of the results presented we refer to the principal paper [4].
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Figure 1: DRAGON propagated spectra, computed with our reference model, of (a) protons, (b) Helium,
Carbon and Oxygen, compared with AMS-02 (sun modulated) and Voyager (interstellar) data. (c) B/C ratio
computed for the same model and plotted against AMS-02 data. (d) Primary and secondary production of
e± . The silver band accounts for the solar modulation hφmod i = 0.54 ± 0.10, estimated according to [13].

In accordance to what was already pointed out with the first release of the PAMELA data [14],
we find (see Figure 1d) that above few GeV the positron flux is much steeper than expected: this
issue is commonly referred to as positron excess. A similar statement holds for the electron flux.
Even though new propagation paradigms or exotic scenarios involving new physics (such as dark
matter annihilation) may be invoked to account for the unexpected production of positrons (see for
instance [15] and references therein), pair-emission from pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) seems to be
a more natural candidate. We will assess their contribution in the next section.

3. Treating the positron excess: basics from PWN acceleration and relevant caveats
Pulsar wind nebulae are structures found inside the shells of supernova remnants, which emit
a broad-band spectrum of non-thermal radiation powered by a fast-spinning magnetized neutron
star with a typical radius R ∼ 10 km and periods of O(0.1 − 10) s, typically detected in the radio
and/or gamma-ray band as pulsars. In order to characterize the emission from a PWN, it is important to assess: 1) the energy release as a function of time, and 2) the acceleration mechanisms of
2
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the electron+positron pairs, hence the energy spectrum of such leptons when they are eventually
released in the interstellar medium (ISM).
1. The slowing-down of the pulsar rotation can be described by Ω̇(t) = −κ0 · Ω(t)n , where
Ω(t) = P−1 is the rotation frequency, κ0 and n are parameters that depend on the specific
energy-loss process; n is commonly called braking index. This equation can be solved to get
Ω(t) and the time evolution of the luminosity, which can be written as follows:
(3.1)

where η ± is the conversion efficiency of the released energy into e± pairs and we have deP
fined τ0 ≡ (n−1)κ1 Ωn−1 . Here, t is the characteristic age of the source (tch ≈ (n−1)
), provided
Ṗ
0

0

that the diffusive time (t ∗ ≡ t ∗ (E)) needed for a particle to travel from the source to the Earth
is much smaller than the age itself, which is true for nearby (d ∼ O(100) pc) sources of
high-energy leptons (O(100) GeV).
Equation (3.1) is purely observational and, as long as κ0 and n are not specified, does not
involve any underlying model. τ0 is a timescale for the luminosity function and it affects
the injection from the source into the ISM. In fact, if t  τ0 , we can Taylor-expand (3.1)
n+1
as L(t) ≈ η ± L0,γ (1 − n−1
· t/τ0 ) and approximate the injection as a constant over time. If
instead t  τ0 , the luminosity drops dramatically with time and we can approximate the
injection with an instantaneous burst.

2. The current data on the non-thermal radiation (in Radio and X-ray frequencies) emitted from
several well-observed PWNe [16] require a lepton spectrum which has the shape of a broken
power law, with a hard spectrum (with slope 1 . Γinj . 2) below a break at ∼ 200 – 400 GeV,
and a steeper one (Γinj > 2) at larger energies (see [17]). The low-energy spectrum has been
debated over the years, and several acceleration mechanisms were proposed (e.g. magnetic
reconnection at the termination shock and resonant absorption of ion-cyclotron waves).
If we assume that the bulk of energy loss by a pulsar is due to magnetic-dipole (MD) emission,
3
than τ0MD = B23Ic
and n = 3 [18]. With this assumption, the nominal parameters tabulated in the
R6 Ω2
0

ATNF Catalogue2 for the nearby (within ∼ 2 kpc) pulsars give tch /τ0 ∼ O(10−1 ), favoring the
constant-luminosity injection scenario. On the other hand, measurements on the braking index of
isolated pulsars [19] give values 1.9 < n < 2.8, which is significantly less than the MD prediction.
Plus, the constant-luminosity case is in contrast with the treatment that many authors give for the
problem, due to both physical assumptions and fits of the data (see for instance [20]).
For this reason, in what follows we will explore both scenarios for the positron flux.
3.1 Contribution from old and young pulsars: study of the analytical solution of the
transport equation
The HAWC Collaboration recently detected an extended (∼ 20 pc) gamma-ray halo in the TeV
range around two nearby (∼ 300 pc) known pulsars, Monogem and Geminga [21]. Due to their
2 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
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close distance and following the lead of the previous literature, we parametrize the problem of the
positron excess above ∼ 40 GeV considering the missing e+ coming from either one or the other.
We describe the transport process with a simplified version of the transport equation, where
low-energy effects such as advection and re-acceleration are neglected and spherical symmetry is
assumed. This equation and its analytical solutions are discussed in detail in [20], where they are
treated in the two limiting cases of constant-luminosity and burst-like injection, and in the general
continuous-luminosity case described by (3.1). It is very instructive to show the behavior of the
propagated spectrum in this latter general case, Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Solution of the transport equation for a decaying-luminosity single-source, plotted for objects
of (a) different ages and fixed distance (1 kpc) and (b) different distances and fixed age (1 · 106 yr). The
injection index is Γinj = 1.7, although we verified that the shifting is independent of it.

The peak in the propagated spectrum shifts towards lower energies as the age of the source
2
increases. Its position is found solving the equation for the rate of energy
loss dE
dt '
n
o −b0 E , unless

1
additional features at the injection are considered, Epeak (t) = min b0 (t−t
, Efeat , where t is the
rel )
age of the source and trel the time it takes for particles to leave the source region.
For these reasons, we expect the low-energy range (below ∼ 40 GeV) of the positron flux to be
given by the convolution of a large (O(104 ) within ∼ 7 kpc) number of old (tage > 106 yr) PWNe.
These numbers are compatible with the SN explosion rate in the Galaxy.

3.2 Bayesian fits to the positron flux
DRAGON is able to implement the above-mentioned convoluted spectrum propagating a smoothly
injected (Γinj = 2.28) so-called extra-component. On top of this, plus the secondary e± component,
we fit the contribution of young nearby sources in four different scenarios, resulting from the combination of burst-like or constant-luminosity release with a break or a cut-off at the injection. The
fit is based on AMS-02 data [1] above 20 GeV, to bypass the solar modulation.
For reasons due to age and total-energy injected in the ISM, the two limiting cases require
the main contributor to switch between Geminga and Monogem. We implement our theoretical
knowledge of the problem setting priors in the injection spectrum (Γinj ∈ [1, 2]) and in the position
of the feature (Ecut, break > 150 GeV). For illustrative purposes, here we only show the case with
constant luminosity and a broken power-law.
4
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Figure 3: Bayesian fit to the positron flux where constant-luminosity injection and a broken power-law are
implemented in the following fit function: S(E) = S0



E
E0

Γinj 

|∆Γinj |·s sign(∆Γinj )/s
E
· 1 + Ebreak
.

The resulting spectrum is very hard (Γinj ' 1.1) below the break energy (Ebreak ' 160 GeV) and
softer (Γinj ' 2.8) above. This values are compatible (within the uncertainties) with the mentioned
theoretical predictions. We also find similar outcomes for the other three cases.

4. Local electron accelerators explain the high-energy electron data
Due to the overall contribution of e− with respect to e+ , once the latter are assessed by means
of antimatter factories, sources of electrons only are still needed.
Multi-wavelength observations show the presence of five SNRs in the local region (within
∼ 1 kpc) surrounding the Earth3 , identified with the names Vela Jr, Vela, Cygnus Loop, Simeis147, IC-443. A bayesian fit of these sources is performed in [4], based on AMS-02 [22] plus
H.E.S.S. [3] all-lepton data, showing that, neglecting the rigid contribution of H.E.S.S. systematics,
an additional SNR source is needed to reproduce the ∼ 1 TeV feature. To characterize this source
we perform a bayesian fit of the same data set in the two limiting cases where 1) no known SNRs are
present, 2) all the known SNRs are present. We parametrize the source as a featureless injection
with a luminosity function L(t) =  Lt0 αd . Here (αd , τd ) capture the release from the shock, a
1+ τ

d

process still under debate, therefore they are parameters of the fit. A prior is set on the injection
index to be Γinj ∈ [1, 2], based on the diffusive-shock-acceleration assumption [23]. The outcome
of this procedure is shown in Figure 4.
As a result of this analysis, we find that a hidden old remnant of ∼ 105 yr is needed to reproduce
the data, and the best-fit distance is expected to be in the range (600 – 1200) pc.

5. Conclusions
In this work we provided a comprehensive setup to reproduce the most relevant features observed in the positron, electron and all-lepton data recently released by the AMS-02, CALET, and
3 http://www.physics.umanitoba.ca/snr/SNRcat
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Figure 4: Bayesian fit of a hidden source potentially responsible for the all-lepton flux. The secondary and
primary production, the extra-component and the fitted pulsar contribution, are considered as background.

H.E.S.S. collaborations. With a properly set propagation model, we find a distance range (600
– 1200 pc) where to search for a hidden old SNR. This range is different from the value quoted
in [24], where a close source (d = 100 pc) is invoked to match the observed data. The discrepancy is mainly due to the propagation setup: we find that, in accordance with [24], such a close
source would correctly reproduce the data only if a diffusion coefficient with a Kolmogorov-like
rigidity-scaling (δ = 0.33) and a smaller normalization were assumed. We remark that our reference transport scenario with δ = 0.45 is compatible with the MCMC analysis carried out in [25].
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